In-Person Lectures: Fridays 1-4 PM (Classroom Location Provided on the Quercus Website)
Friday, January 12- Friday, April 5
(Please Note that we have 11 Classes Instead of 12 Because of the Good Friday Holiday March 29, 2024)

Course Format: One 2-3-hour lecture per week, with readings/assignments done outside of class in advance of each weekly lecture.

This course is organized by 11 weeks.

Over the course of each week, you are expected to do the weekly required readings in advance of our class times, participate in lecture activities, and complete assignments according to the due dates/deadlines.

INSTRUCTOR: Donna Schatz (she/her)
Feel free to address me by “Donna” for this class.

Email: donna.schatz@utoronto.ca

Please allow 24-48 business hours for response during regular business hours.

Please include the course code in the subject line of the email.

Office:
Office Hours:
After Class Office Hours Fridays from 3-4 pm Held the Classroom Location Provided on the Quercus Website, but Please Still Book Through 15 Minute Quercus Calendar Appointment Slots
You can find more about this at the end of this course outline or the “Office Hours” link under the Modules Area on the left-hand side of the Quercus course website.

TA: Nikoo Tajdolat
Instructor Office Hour Appointments Require a 2-Step Process:

1) Choose a 15-minute maximum appointment slot

Please Follow These Instructions for How to Book an Office Hour Appointment:

https://utm.library.utoronto.ca/students/canvas/book-appointment

These appointments slots are filled on a “first- come, first- served” basis.

It is best to plan ahead if you are requesting an office hour meeting before an assignment is due.

Friday Office Hour Quercus Calendar Signup Deadline: That Friday at 3:00 pm

Please put the time you signed up for your timeslot in your calendar or schedule so you remember it.

Please cancel your reservation in advance if you know that you cannot make the meeting so that another student can use it.

Meet Face-To-Face In-Person in the Classroom Location Provided on the Quercus Website

After Class For Office Hours

Course Website: On Quercus (q.utoronto.ca)

The syllabus will be posted on the Quercus course website along with weekly PowerPoint slides.

This course is scheduled as an in-person, classroom mode course.

Please note that the full lecture information for this class will NOT be posted.

The lectures will not be videorecorded.

Students are expected to attend lectures, take good notes in class, and review the course information on Quercus if they must miss one or two classes because of illness or extenuating circumstances.

Please Note:

Any small/ insignificant changes to this syllabus from the start date (perhaps weblinks that have changed for online videos, etc.) will be highlighted in Green. I will also provide further clarifications and guidance this way.

The most current version of the course information will always be posted to the Quercus website.

Every effort will be made to manage the course as stated. However, adjustments may be necessary at the discretion of the instructor. If so, students will be advised and alterations discussed in the class prior to implementation.

It is the responsibility of students to ensure that they understand the University’s policies and procedures, in particular those relating to course management and academic integrity.
A list of relevant policies is included in this outline.

**Students are also responsible for paying attention to course information and announcements.**

**Name and Gender Pronoun Use in the Classroom**

Class rosters are provided to the instructor with the student’s legal name. The instructor will gladly honour your request to address you by the name(s) and pronoun(s) you use.

Please advise your instructor of your request early in the term if possible.

**Email Communication:**

**Students are responsible for paying attention to course information and announcements.**

Like all instructors, I teach many students over different course sections and, unfortunately, cannot answer student queries regarding information that is provided and announced through our website information, course syllabus, Power Point Slides, class sessions, etc.

Please try to ask course questions in class for efficiency and the benefit of the whole class.

Private questions or circumstances should be discussed through office hour appointments with the course instructor.

Email queries should be relatively short and require an answer of a few sentences only. If you wish to discuss an issue in greater detail, please consider making an instructor office hour appointment for your queries as that is a 1-hour time slot dedicated to student queries each week.

If an email requires a significant explanation, the instructor may suggest the matter be discussed during scheduled office hours.

Certain topics, such as grades, will ONLY be discussed during office hours.

In short, please consult all of the course information provided to you before emailing the course instructor.

***Please also note that emails MUST indicate the course code (ENV320) in the subject line to ensure that I note your message.***

If you do need to email the course instructor for regarding information that is NOT provided and announced through our website information, course syllabus, Power Point Slides, Lecture sessions, etc., please indicate “ENV320” in the subject line along with keywords of your query.

*Please note that I can only respond to emails from your official University of Toronto email account.*
Please do not label any of your emails to me “urgent”.

If you do not receive an email response from your me, it is likely because:

- You have not included your course code in the subject line of your email and professors do not have time to search for that information across multiple courses and students.

- The answer to your question has been provided to you through website information, the course syllabus, Power Point Slides, Lecture sessions, etc.

- It is possible to figure out your query independently based on the information you have been provided.

- Other email information or parameters outlined above have not been followed.

The course instructor will generally respond to relevant student emails within 48 hours Monday to Friday between 9am-5pm.

If you do not receive an email response from the course instructor, please check the email parameters provided above.

You always have the option to make an instructor office hour appointment on Fridays from 3-4 pm after class to discuss your queries in person.

That may be a good option for you.

Other Email Information:

Please regularly check your University of Toronto email during the week as it is the only way the instructor has to contact you for important things.

Please consider email correspondence to the instructor professional in nature.

Use formal structure and wording.

Emails should be properly addressed to me and be short, polite and to the point, but not be textmail-to-your friend type messages.

I expect proper grammar, sentences, and greetings and sign-offs in your messages, and you can expect the same from me. You may start your emails with “Dear Donna,” “Hello Donna,” or any other respectful variation, and can end using any similarly reasonable sign-off (“Sincerely,” “Best,” or “Regards”, etc.) followed by your name.

Email that is sloppy or unprofessional or which contains an answer that can be found in the course syllabus or website or other course information provided to you will not be answered.

Offensive or rude emails will not be answered. Instead, they will be forwarded to the appropriate authorities within the university and will result in university intervention.
Email Notifications:

I encourage you to subscribe to email notifications for Quercus Course Announcements.

I will not make a lot of course announcements (maybe just a handful per semester & only when necessary).

Course Announcements do not automatically go to your email unless you set up notifications.

Please see [https://qstudents.utoronto.ca/notification-settings-on-the-quercus-system/](https://qstudents.utoronto.ca/notification-settings-on-the-quercus-system/) for more information.

Course Communication

As we make our way through the course, you will see your instructor in weekly lectures and hear from me via PowerPoint Information, and occasional Course Announcements and your University of Toronto Email Address.

I will generally respond to emails within 48 hours Monday to Friday between 9am- 5pm.

**However, it is a student responsibility to pay attention to course announcements and course information.**

**Instructors do not have time to repeat such information in email exchanges.**

It is a good idea to regularly check your University of Toronto email address (a few times a week until your course grades are released) in addition to checking our Quercus course website.

Recognition of Traditional Indigenous Territory

I wish to acknowledge the original stewards of the land on which the University of Toronto operates and which we occupy as settlers. Many Indigenous Nations have longstanding relationships with the territories upon which the campus is located that precede the establishment of the university. The area known as Tkaronto has been taken care of by the Anishinabek Nation, the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, the Huron-Wendat, the Seneca, and the current treaty holders, the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation. This territory is part of the Dish with One Spoon Wampum Belt Covenant, an agreement to peaceably share and care for the Great Lakes region.

Today, this meeting place is the home to many First Nation, Inuit, and Métis communities and Indigenous people from across Turtle Island, along with settlers, immigrants, and refugees who have come here by choice, by force, or otherwise as a result of colonial and imperial processes. I am grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land. I offer this acknowledgement with gratitude and respect, as part of a larger practice of ongoing learning, reflection, and anti-racist social justice practice which includes Indigenous solidarity. I welcome you to also reflect on the history of the land, your relationship to it, and your opportunities to live, learn, and work here.

[https://indigenous.utoronto.ca/about/land-acknowledgement/](https://indigenous.utoronto.ca/about/land-acknowledgement/)
COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Examines ways in which governments develop and implement policy to protect the environment within their borders. Primarily Canada, plus comparisons with other countries. The focus is upon the politics of environmental policy making, which is understood by examining the interests and powers of the relevant state and non-state actors.

Where does Canada stand in its environmental policies? What does environmental justice and sustainability entail? What is sound environmental policy given the urgency of the situation? The climate change crisis is at the forefront of world attention, and a good understanding of these issues demands an awareness of both international agreements and country-level approaches to environmental policy. ENV320H1S explores specific issues concerning environmental policy in Canada. Although the course focuses specifically on Canadian environmental policy, we also compare Canada’s environmental policies in the global context.

The course is structured in three parts: Part I of the course, Environmental Policy- Institutions, Actors, & Processes, begins with a grounding of course themes and approaches. This includes an introduction to environmental policy in historical perspective, reflecting on long-standing Indigenous ecological approaches in the contested nation-state now known as Canada. We acknowledge issues of environmental racism and injustice at the outset and are introduced to political institutions and governance structures which shape environmental policy. We will find out in this part of the course that the structures of federalism and the framework concerning the federal-provincial division of powers poses many challenges to environmental policy-making in Canada.

Our second course section, Part II: Various Environmental Issues & Case Studies, involves an exploration of specific issues concerning biodiversity, species conservation, water, air and chemical pollution, and land use: forests, agriculture, and cities. We also explore the contentious issues concerning Canadian energy policy concerning gas and oil.

Our final section of the course, Part III: Looking Further –Northern Regions; International Contexts, & the Future of Environmental Policy, analyzes environmental policy in Northern regions, Canadian policy in comparative perspective, and concludes with an evaluation of recent policy initiatives, along with future policy potentials. I will also include a brief course review and wrap-up in our final class.

Climate change, of course, is a catalyst for much of the environmental policy we will be exploring. Throughout the class, we will analyze government decision-making structures concerning these various environmental issues. This includes federalism in Canada and different levels of governance, jurisdictional challenges, and environmental policy potentials and opportunities.
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:
Through engagement with course materials, class activities, and assignments, students of ENV320H1S will gain an understanding of basic concepts concerning environmental policy-making in Canada. They will also develop skills in discussion, analytic and critical reading, synthesis, research, and writing skills transferrable to other Social Science disciplines. Please note that this course is taught from a Social Science and Political Science perspective as it involves policy-making and analysis.

REQUIRED COURSE TEXTBOOK:

There is 1 required textbook for ENV320H1S. We will be using the course textbook in its entirety & textbook content is required as a component of all of your assignments for the course:

(Available as a Paperback or eBook)

There are a number of copies of this text available in the U of T libraries: https://librarysearch.library.utoronto.ca/permalink/01UTORONTO_INST/14bjeso/alma991106018116406196

You can purchase the paperback or digital textbook through various vendors, the U of T bookstore, or directly through the publisher:


University of Toronto Bookstore:

https://www.uoftbookstore.com/adoption-search

Please contact the vendor of your textbook (i.e. The U of T Bookstore or U of T Press) directly if you encounter any issues with your digital copy.

Unfortunately, technical issues regarding digital textbook access are out of the purview of the instructor and I am unable to help you with those issues.

*Other weekly readings (scholarly journal articles, book chapters from other texts, etc.) are available in the weekly reading list and online through the library on the course Quercus course website.*
**Keeping Up with News & Current Events:**

*We will have an Environmental Politics of the Day Activity in our weekly classes.*

Given the importance of contemporary political developments to this course and environmental issues in general, it is helpful for students to keep current on news.

Reading a daily newspaper, listening to radio news such as CBC radio, or watching television news (online or in other formats) is strongly advised so as to keep up with current issues.


**All of these newspapers are available in the U of T databases.**

Other relevant news websites may also be used.

- Policy Options is an online magazine that contains relevant, current environmental policy topics:
  
  [https://policyoptions.irpp.org/tag/climate-change/](https://policyoptions.irpp.org/tag/climate-change/)

- The Weather Network has climate and policy features:
  

- CBC radio also has a weekly program about relevant and current Canadian political issues accessible by radio or internet:
  
  [https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thehouse](https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thehouse)

- CBC radio has the weekly *What on Earth* show regarding climate change and climate solutions:
  
  [https://www.cbc.ca/listen/live-radio/1-429-what-on-earth](https://www.cbc.ca/listen/live-radio/1-429-what-on-earth)

- The Agenda on TVO covers many policy issues [https://www.tvo.org/theagenda](https://www.tvo.org/theagenda)

- TVO also has current events and political news [https://www.tvo.org/current-affairs/tag/politics](https://www.tvo.org/current-affairs/tag/politics)

- The Narwhal investigates environmental issues [https://thenarwhal.ca/](https://thenarwhal.ca/)
BRIEF COURSE SCHEDULE & RELEVANT SESSIONAL DATES:  
(the more detailed weekly lecture schedule is on p.23 of this course outline)

Part I: Environmental Policy- Institutions, Actors, & Processes

Week 1: January 12- Course Introduction & Overview

Week 2: January 19- An Introduction to Canadian Environmental Policy; The Canadian Jurisdictional Framework for Policy

In-Class Library Research Help Session with Margaret Wall

Week 3: January 26- Canadian Political Institutions & Environmental Policy-Making
SCAVENGER HUNT (2%) DUE FRIDAY, JANUARY 26 AT 12:00 PM
Assignment Instructions Release for:
Very Brief Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal (5%) Due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm
& Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper 30% Due Week 11 (Friday, April 5) at 12:00 pm

Week 4: February 2- Canada’s Environmental Policy History & Activism; Indigenous Ways of Knowing & Ecology; Environmental Racism & Injustice; Neoliberal Influences

Part II: Various Environmental Issues & Case Studies

Week 5: February 9- Biodiversity: Species at Risk Conservation & Marine Protected Areas
QUIZ 1 (12%) DUE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9 AT 12:00 PM

Week 6: February 16 Water Policy & Indigenous Activism
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ANALYSIS PAPER PROPOSAL (5%) DUE WEEK 6 (FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16) AT 12:00 PM

Reading Week: NO CLASS Friday, February 23

Week 7: March 1- Air & Chemical Pollution; The Politics of Land: Agricultural Policy, Forest Policy, and Urban Land Policy; Ontario’s Greenbelt

Today: Guest Speaker Presentation: David Powell- Industry & Chemical Pollution

Week 8: March 8- Energy Policy & Climate Change; Regulation & Conflict

Monday, March 11- Last Date to Drop S Courses
Part III: Looking Further – Northern Regions; International Contexts, & the Future of Environmental Policy

Week 9: March 15- Northern Communities and Environmental Health

Week 10: March 22- Canadian Environmental Policy in Comparative Perspective; A Disability Rights Approach to Climate Governance

QUIZ 2 (16%) DUE FRIDAY, MARCH 22 AT 12:00 PM

Good Friday: NO CLASS Friday, March 29

Week 11: April 5- Canadian Environmental Policy Present & Future; Course Wrapup & Conclusion

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ANALYSIS PAPER (30%) DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 5 AT 12:00 PM

(Please Note that we have 11 Classes instead of 12 Classes Because of the Good Friday Holiday March 29, 2024)

Final Exam (25%)

To Be Held During the Final Examination Period April 10-30, 2024
EVALUATION/GRADING SCHEME

All course assignments (aside from the Final Exam (25%) are due through Quercus course website submission on various Fridays at 12:00 pm before our weekly lecture.

All of the assignments for ENV320H1 are Individual/ Independent Assignments.

There are No Group Assignments for ENV320H1.

Please note that full descriptions of each of the course assignments will be announced and discussed during class sessions at suitable times.

These are NOT short, timed assignments. You will have plenty of time over the course of a few days or weeks to prepare all course assignments.

This is a doable amount of time for the requirements, but good time management, academic reading and writing, and critical thinking skills are expected in this course.

Please note that grading is based on the actual quality of the work submitted, not on anticipated or potential quality or anything other than the assignment instructions and rubrics stipulate.

Please note that students will not have the opportunity to “make up” for missed assignments or assignments that are poorly done to boost their grades. I will not be granting extensions for due dates. For this reason, you will want to keep up with the coursework requirements, complete your assignments on time, and put your best effort into all of the assignments for ENV320H1S as you go.

Note: If an unexpected technical issue occurs with a university system (e.g., Quercus services, network outage) that affects availability or functionality, your instructor will post course announcements and communicate with you accordingly.

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS

This course requires the use of computers, and of course sometimes things can go wrong when using them. You are responsible for ensuring that you maintain regular backup copies of your files, use antivirus software (if using your own computer), and schedule enough time when completing an assignment to allow for delays due to technical difficulties. Computer viruses, crashed hard drives, broken printers, lost or corrupted files, incompatible file formats, and similar mishaps are common issues when using technology, and are not acceptable grounds for a deadline extension.
Online Quizzes 30%

Scavenger Hunt (2%) Due Week 3 (Friday, January 26) at 12:00 pm

There will be no late submissions of the Scavenger Hunt allowed as this assignment is designed to assist you in the first steps of familiarizing yourself with the Quercus course website and course requirements.

&

2 Online Quizzes 28% Due Weeks 5 & 10 at 12:00 pm

Online Quiz 1 (12%) reviews content from Weeks 2, 3, & 4 Due Week 5 (Friday, February 9 at 12:00 pm)

Online Quiz 2 (16%) reviews content from Weeks 5, 6, 7, 8, & 9 Due Week 10 (Friday, March 22 at 12:00 pm)

Very Brief Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal (5%) Due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm

Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper (30%) Due Week 11 (Friday, April 5) at 12:00 pm

Full Details of the Environmental Policy Analysis Paper will be released by Week 3 (Friday, January 26).

I will provide a very detailed template, instructions, and grading rubric for what is required for the sections of this assignment.

You will do regular library research and follow the organization provided.

Library Research Assistance will also be provided for this assignment.

In-Class Library Research Help Session with Margaret Wall: Friday, January 19
Students will complete a critical analysis of a focused Canadian *environmental policy* topic.

**In short, this assignment task is broken down into 2 nested assignments:**

Very Brief Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal (5%) Due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm

&

Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper (30%) Due Week 11 (Friday, April 5) at 12:00 pm

**Late assignments,** for which no university-sanctioned extension has been granted, will be accepted with a 5% per day penalty, every day, weekends inclusive. Assignments can be submitted up to a maximum 7 days late (with 35% penalty). Assignments will not be accepted more than 7 days late. Students will receive “0” on assignments submitted 7 days after the original due date and time.

**Final Exam (25%)**

To Be Held During the Final Examination Period April 10-30, 2024:

A Final Examination (25%) (Short Answer and Short Essay) Will be Scheduled by the Registrar April 10-30, 2024.

The Exact Date Will be Announced in Class When it Becomes Available.

**Participation in Weekly Lectures & Environmental Politics of the Day Activities 10%**  
(On-going)

Students should refer to the official U of T grading system for all grading performance descriptions:

[https://Registrar.utoronto.ca/transcripts/transcript-grading-scales-notations/](https://Registrar.utoronto.ca/transcripts/transcript-grading-scales-notations/)

**Late Assignments/ Coursework Extensions**

Students are expected to complete all assignments within the time frames and by the dates indicated in this outline. Extensions for an assignment are only permitted for academic accommodation, illness, a medical or personal emergency, or religious observance and require timely email communication and Absences Declaration Policy documentation.
Missed Tests

Please note that students do not have an automatic right to a makeup test if missed. If you are absent for medical or other reasons, you must contact the course instructor right away and provide appropriate Absences Declaration Policy documentation. Permission to write a makeup test is contingent on the approval of the course instructor.
More Detailed Assignment Descriptions:

There are no “short time frame assignments” for ENV320H1.
These are NOT short, timed assignments. You will have plenty of time over the course of a few days or weeks to prepare all assignments.

Online Quizzes 30%

Scavenger Hunt (2%) Due Week 3 (Friday, January 26) at 12:00 pm

The Scavenger Hunt is intended to help you get comfortable with navigating the course information. You will need to complete tasks and answer questions from the information contained in the introductory course information, course outline/ syllabus, and course website.

This quiz will have multiple choice, fill in the blank, matching, and/or true/false -type questions.

There will be no late submissions of the Scavenger Hunt allowed as this assignment is designed to assist you in the first steps of familiarizing yourself with the course website and requirements.

&

2 Online Quizzes 28% Due Weeks 5 & 10 at 12:00 pm

All quizzes will have multiple choice, fill in the blank, matching, and/or true/false-type questions.

Online Quiz 1 (12%) reviews content from Weeks 2, 3, & 4 Due Week 5 (Friday, February 9 at 12:00 pm)

Online Quiz 2 (16%) reviews content from Weeks 5, 6, 7, 8, & 9 Due Week 10 (Friday, March 22 at 12:00 pm)

Late Quizzes

Late Quizzes, for which no university-sanctioned extension has been granted, will be accepted with a 5% per day penalty, every day, weekends inclusive.

Quizzes can be submitted up to a maximum 7 days late (with 35% penalty).

Quizzes will not be accepted more than 7 days late. Students will receive “0” on quizzes 7 days after the original due date and time.
Exception: There will be no allowed late submissions of the Scavenger Hunt (2%) Due Week 3 as this assignment is designed to assist you in the first steps of familiarizing yourself with the course website and requirements.

Online quizzes will normally be released at the end of lecture on Friday afternoons and will be due before the following Friday lecture at 12:00 pm. Students will have almost a full week to complete them.

Both of our quizzes will be similar in format.
They have roughly 20-30 multiple choice, fill in the blank, matching, and/or true/false-type questions.
Quiz content can be anything included in the required course readings on the syllabus, our lectures, PowerPoint Slide information, or class activities.
Students are meant to do the online quizzes on the course website at a time that is convenient for them: anytime between the quiz release and the due date (about 1 week).
It should not take students more than 30 or 40 minutes to complete if they are keeping up with their coursework and have good time management.
That said, there are no time limits on the quizzes.
They are “open book” quizzes in that you can minimize the window and look for the answers.
For this reason, it is recommended that you complete your quizzes on a desktop, laptop, or tablet rather than a mobile phone.

There are multiple computer labs for student so use on campus along with library laptop rentals: https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/wifi-and-computers
https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/technology-loans

Students do have the option of submitting late quizzes incurring penalties.
Late quizzes, for which no university-sanctioned extension has been granted, will be accepted with a 5% per day penalty, every day, weekends inclusive.
Quizzes can be submitted up to a maximum 7 days late (with 35% penalty).
Quizzes will not be accepted more than 7 days late. Students will receive “0” on quizzes 7 days after the original due date and time.
The online quizzes are automarked and students will immediately see their mark upon submission. However, the late penalties are manually deducted and will only appear after the course instructor applies them. Students who submit late quizzes will be able to see the revised grades on the grades area of the Quercus website after the late penalties are applied.

Please note that our 2 class quizzes simply do not fit the basis of student accommodations.

There will not be any Academic Accommodations for the 2 Online Quizzes as they are open book quizzes, students have almost a full week to complete them, and they are not timed.

If students wish to review Quiz answers, they will need to make an office hour appointment with the instructor so that I can share my screen with them on Zoom.

For Quizzes 1 & 2 students need to wait 7 days past the due date for such appointments because students have the option to submit up to one week late to do so.

Please follow the office hour instructions in the syllabus or course website to make an office hour appointment to view your quizzes.

**Very Brief Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal** (5%) Due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm

**Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper** 30% Due Week 11 (Friday, April 5) at 12:00 pm

Full Details of the Environmental Policy Analysis Paper will be released by Week 3 (Friday, January 26).

I will provide a very detailed template, instructions, and a grading rubric for what is required for the sections of this assignment.

You will do regular library research and follow the organization provided.

Library Research Assistance will also be provided for this assignment.

**In-Class Library Research Help Session with Margaret Wall: Friday, January 19**

Students will complete a critical analysis of a focused Canadian *environmental policy* topic.

We will break this assignment task down into 2 nested assignments:

**Very Brief Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal** (5%) Due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm

&

**Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper** (30%) Due Week 11 (Friday, April 5) at 12:00 pm
Late assignments, for which no university-sanctioned extension has been granted, will be accepted with a 5% per day penalty, every day, weekends inclusive. Assignments can be submitted up to a maximum 7 days late (with 35% penalty). Assignments will not be accepted more than 7 days late. Students will receive “0” on assignments submitted 7 days after the original due date and time.

**Final Exam 25%**

**To Be Held During the Final Examination Period April 10-30, 2024:**

A Final Examination (25%) (Short Answer and Short Essay) Will be Scheduled by the Registrar April 10-30, 2024.

The Exact Date Will be Announced in Class When it Becomes Available.

The final exam covers all course materials covered in the term.

In preparation for your Final Exam (25%), you should keep up with your coursework: your required course readings, PowerPoint slide and lecture information, and class activities.

Your day- to- day preparation helps you to learn our course concepts and ideas.

**Participation in Weekly Lectures & Environmental Politics of the Day Activities 10%**

(Ongoing)

**Attendance**

It is expected that students attend and fully participate in all classes.

Try not to be late, leave early, or be absent. Classes will begin and end on time.

If you miss class time, you will be missing important information which will make it difficult for you to excel in this course.

Students are responsible for all information they miss during regularly scheduled classes.

Please review the Quercus information for a missed class.

You may also talk to a classmate regarding the contents of the class.

However, instructors do not have time to discuss the content of missed classes over email.
Quality of Class Participation

This course requires your consistent, constructive, and scholarly participation. Mere physical presence does not constitute quality participation. Active contributions include being prepared for class by having the course readings available, having completed all assigned readings before class begins, paying attention in class, careful, thoughtful and sensitive listening, and volunteering to speak and to ask and answer questions. Pay active attention during video clips and participate fully in the activities which go along with them. Please try to interact productively to create a classroom environment conducive to learning, to consistently strive to meet course objectives, and to demonstrate respect for your course instructor and the learning objectives of all members of the class.

It is often challenging for a diverse group of students to work together in a large classroom and to direct responses to what are often controversial political subject matters in constructive ways.

Please keep in mind that we have to maintain the mutual respect of our shared spaces every week.

Everyone has different experiences of what are often the same places and events and issues (based on where they are from, how they were raised, their gender orientation, race, socioeconomic background, sexual orientation, level of ability, and so forth). In this course it is important that we all be respectful of others and to be willing to see the world from others’ perspectives.

Please come into the course with an open mind. The starting point for constructive discussions to take place in our class begins with an open mind and a commitment to reading and trying to understand the course materials. If you are not willing to put effort into reading and participating, if you are unwilling to engage in respectful class discussions, or you enjoy deliberately provoking others and causing controversy for its own sake, this is not the class for you.

Sharing personal experiences and feelings is relevant and welcome in classroom discussions as long as you are able to link these with the themes and concepts that we are thinking through and engaging with in the course.

“Off the cuff” personal opinions do not substitute for thoughtful contributions and evidence of your understanding of the ideas and arguments presented in the course materials. You must be able to discuss course materials knowledgeably and direct your comments and questions in such a manner.

In this course you will be exposed to a variety of ideas, including some controversial ones.

You are expected to approach controversial topics intelligently, maturely, and with an open mind. Critical analysis of our course themes requires reading course materials carefully to develop informed analysis. Respect and sensitivity are necessary.
COVID-19 Regulations for In-Person Learning

Masks: We respect your choice. Please respect your classmates’ and instructor’s health.

**Please do not attend class if you are sick.**

**Mask if you think you may be coming down with something.**

As many of you know, it’s no fun being sick. 😞

Your instructor will be wearing a mask in lecture and will be using a portable microphone so you can hear me.

**What To Do If You Cannot Make It To A Class:**

Please do not come to our ENV 320 class if you are feeling ill, are symptomatic, or have tested positive for COVID-19.

It is anticipated that the Winter 2024 semester will have an increase in colds, flus, & COVID-19. We will work through all of the things that may come up, especially as the pandemic situation remains a roller coaster.

Please stay in direct contact with your course instructor regarding missed classes, and we will work through these situations, both flexibly and sensibly.

**It could be the case that you may have to miss 1 or 2 weeks of classroom sessions for extenuating reasons or illness.**

**You should review the lecture PowerPoint slides provided for you on the course website.**

**You have this “Grace Absence” option for 1 or 2 weeks of classroom sessions.**

That said, please email your course instructor or make an office hour appointment if you need to miss more than 2 weeks of in-person/classroom learning for the remainder of the course.

As this is a scheduled classroom course, we are expected to be in the classroom for the most part. Your participation and attendance grade will be based on the in-person, class sessions unless there are extenuating circumstances.

**Don’t panic: We can work through any issues that come up.**

That said, lack of participation or lack of quality participation over more than two or multiple weeks will be noted and will result in a low participation and attendance mark.
Full and consistent weekly class participation is required to get a strong mark for this component.

**There is no Accommodations for missed classes.**

Missed classes beyond the grace absence policy will only be excused by Absences Declaration documentation verified at the time of the absence(s).

**In the case of extenuating circumstances for missed classes, students are required to submit Absences Declaration documentation.**

Please refer to the official U of T grading system for all grading performance descriptions of this mark and all other course assignments:

https://registrar.utoronto.ca/transcripts/transcript-grading-scales-notations/

**Class Expectations:**

- Students and instructors are expected to maintain a professional relationship characterized by courtesy and mutual respect and to refrain from actions disruptive to such a relationship. It is the responsibility of the instructor to maintain an appropriate academic atmosphere in the classroom and the responsibility of all students to cooperate in that endeavor.
- **Rude and disruptive behaviour towards other students or the instructor will not be tolerated.**
- Please turn off all cell phones and devices and remove headphones before class.
- **Laptops are welcome, but are to be used for the purpose of coursework only and should not distract others.**

**EQUITY STATEMENT**

The University of Toronto is committed to equity and respect for diversity. All members of this course should strive to create an atmosphere of mutual respect, which includes openness to new ideas and questioning of old ones. We need to be able to express ourselves respectively, thoughtfully engage with each other, and respect one another’s differences. As course instructor, I will neither condone nor tolerate behaviour that undermines the dignity or self-esteem of any individual in this course. Discrimination, harassment, and hate speech will not be tolerated. I would also ask to be alerted if you witness any attempts to create an intimidating or hostile environment. It is our collective responsibility to create a space that is inclusive and welcomes discussion. U of T does not condone discrimination or harassment against any persons or communities.
Please Remember:

Let’s try to make this a very positive course.
Let’s make our time together on Fridays as enjoyable as possible.

****Laptops are welcome for the purpose of coursework.

This includes notetaking, in-class activities, and website navigation.

The course will consist of lecture components, engaged class discussions, video clips, and activities, with each day centering on detailed discussion of the required course readings.

COURSE SCHEDULE:

** Students are responsible for all information covered in the readings, class lectures, and activities.

***Close reading and thorough and rigorous preparation of the required reading materials is imperative as our class discussions and activities will focus on them in detail.

Your assignments are also based on the course materials.

This course requires a substantial amount of reading.

Strong reading and critical thinking skills are required for success in this class.
Try to read, take notes on, and understand the course materials to the best of your ability before coming to class on Fridays.
Bring any questions you have about the readings to the lectures.

*** Please note that to allow for detailed discussion of the readings (and to complete in-class activities), you must have access to the course readings for reference during our Friday classes.

To do well in this course requires 100% reading effort. Do not expect to do well without such commitment.
Please Note: Donna Schatz holds the copyright in the works of all original materials used in this course and students registered in this course can use the materials for the purposes of this course but no other use is permitted, and there can be no sale or transfer or use of the work for any other purpose without explicit permission of Donna Schatz.

WEEKLY LECTURE SCHEDULE:

Part I: Environmental Policy- Institutions, Actors, & Processes

WEEK 1- Friday, January 12: Course Introduction & Overview
Complete the Scavenger Hunt (2%) Due Week 3 (Friday, January 26) at 12:00 pm

Please read quickly or skim the following webpages:

*ONLINE WEBPAGES


It is very important that you manage your time this busy semester & that you know how to take good lecture notes.

Please watch this 15 Minute Video. It is geared for online studies, but very helpful for classroom learning as well:

Smart Student. (2021). Manage your time effectively & get more done as an online college student. [Video]. Youtube.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QSizzU_xCU&ab_channel=SmartStudent

21-Minute Video:

Smart Student. (2021). How to take smart notes in college (that actually help you learn!) [Video]. Youtube.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWD6cJCWMaE&ab_channel=SmartStudent

However, please note that you are Not Allowed to Record class lectures which is one incorrect strategy this speaker outlines for online lecture note-taking.

As outlined in this course syllabus, lectures, whether in person or online, cannot be recorded without the instructor’s permission.
Posting course materials or any recordings you may make to other websites without the express permission of the instructor will constitute copyright infringement.

Please note that posting course materials to online websites such as Course Hero, One Class, etc. is not allowed.

Questions to Consider:

1. What are your strengths when it comes to time management and completion of course assignments? What are some areas you would like to improve?

Complete the Scavenger Hunt (2%) Due Week 3- Friday, January 26 at 12:00 pm

WEEK 2- Friday, January 19: An Introduction to Canadian Environmental Policy;
The Canadian Jurisdictional Framework for Policy

Today: In-Class Library Research Help Session with Margaret Wall

*TEXT: Chapter 1 The Canadian Environment pp. 3-28

&*ONLINE WEBPAGES
Fajzel, William & Galbraith, Eric. (2023, October 19). Collectively, we spend only 45 minutes daily on the activities that produce the most pollution. The Conversation.
https://theconversation.com/collectively-we-spend-only-45-minutes-daily-on-the-activities-that-produce-the-most-pollution-207894

&*ONLINE WEBPAGES
https://lop.parl.ca/sites/PublicWebsite/default/en_CA/ResearchPublications/201386E

Complete the Scavenger Hunt (2%) Due Week 3- Friday, January 26 at 12:00 pm
WEEK 3- Friday, January 26: Canadian Political Institutions & Environmental Policy-Making

SCAVENGER HUNT (2%) DUE FRIDAY, JANUARY 26 AT 12:00 PM

Assignment Instructions Release for:

Very Brief Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal (5%) Due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm
& Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper 30% Due Week 11 (Friday, April 5) at 12:00 pm

*TEXT: Chapter 2 Canadian Politics and Institutions pp. 29-55

*TEXT: Chapter 3 Making Policy in Canada pp. 57-82


& Please Watch the Following 3 Videos Concerning APA In-Text Citations which will be required for your Very Brief Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal (5%) Due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm
& Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper 30% Due Week 11 (Friday, April 5) at 12:00 pm

(2 Minute Video)
libraryncsu. (2014). Citation: A (very) brief introduction. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMhMuVvXCVw

(8 Minute Video)

Take notes as you watch this video.

Answer:
What is Mistake #1?
What is Mistake #2?
What is Mistake #3?
Which mistakes do you make?
What did you learn from this video?
What do you have questions about?
Bring your questions to our Friday class.
&
(11 Minute Video)
Take notes as you watch this video.

**Answer:**
What are the 3 top common paraphrasing mistakes? Which ones do you make? What did you learn from this video? Be prepared to discuss in-text APA citation style in our class sessions.

**Work on Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal (5%) due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm**

**WEEK 4- Friday, February 2:** Canada’s Environmental Policy History & Activism; Indigenous Ways of Knowing & Ecology; Environmental Racism & Injustice; Neoliberal Influences

*TEXT: Chapter 4 Canada’s Environmental History in Waves and Eras pp. 83-107*


&*ONLINE WEBPAGES*

Starblanket, Gina. (2023, January 26). Saskatchewan does have a constitution: It’s called treaty. *Policy Options.*


&*U OF T LIBRARY JOURNAL ARTICLE*


[https://doi.org/10.3167/ares.2018.090102](https://doi.org/10.3167/ares.2018.090102)

[https://librarysearch.library.utoronto.ca/permalink/01UTORONTO_INST/fedca1/cdi_gale_incontextgauss_KPI_A557313047](https://librarysearch.library.utoronto.ca/permalink/01UTORONTO_INST/fedca1/cdi_gale_incontextgauss_KPI_A557313047)

&*ONLINE WEBPAGES*


&* U OF T LIBRARY MAGAZINE ARTICLE

Complete Quiz 1 (12%) Due Week 5- Friday, February 9 at 12:00 pm

Work on Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal (5%) due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm

Part II: Various Environmental Issues & Case Studies

WEEK 5- **Friday, February 9**: Biodiversity: Species at Risk Conservation & Marine Protected Areas

QUIZ 1 (12%) DUE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9 AT 12:00 PM

*TEXT: Chapter 5 The Conservation of Species at Risk pp. 111-133


*TEXT: Chapter 5 The Conservation of Species at Risk pp. 111-133


&* OPEN SOURCE JOURNAL ARTICLE


&*ONLINE WEBPAGES

Ecojustice. (2023, March 7). Big win for the planet as ExxonMobil relinquishes oil and gas permits in critical marine habitat.

Work on Environmental Policy Analysis Paper Proposal (5%) due Week 6 (Friday, February 16) at 12:00 pm

WEEK 6- Friday, February 16: Water Policy & Indigenous Activism

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ANALYSIS PAPER PROPOSAL (5%) DUE WEEK 6 (FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16) AT 12:00 PM

*TEXT: Chapter 6 Water pp. 135-161


*ONLINE WEBPAGES


https://theconversation.com/indigenous-youth-are-playing-a-key-role-in-solving-urgent-water-issues-157251

*ONLINE WEBPAGES


Work on Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper (30%) due Friday, April 5 at 12:00 pm.

Please Note: There is no Lecture Friday, February 23 because of Reading Week which runs from Monday, February 19 – Friday, February 23.

Office Hours on Friday, February 23 are also cancelled during Reading Week.
WEEK 7- **Friday, March 1**: Air & Chemical Pollution; The Politics of Land: Agricultural Policy, Forest Policy, and Urban Land Policy; Ontario’s Greenbelt

**Today:** Guest Speaker Presentation: David Powell- Industry & Chemical Pollution

*TEXT: Chapter 7 Air and Chemical Pollution pp. 163-188


*&ONLINE WEBPAGES


Work on Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper (30%) due Friday, April 5 at 12:00 pm

WEEK 8- **Friday, March 8**: Energy Policy & Climate Change; Regulation & Conflict

*TEXT: Chapter 9 Energy Policy and Climate Change pp. 221-247


*&ONLINE WEBPAGES


&* U OF T LIBRARY EBOOK CHAPTER


https://librarysearch.library.utoronto.ca/permalink/01UTORONTO_INST/14bjeso/alma991105912442906196

https://thenarwhal.ca/carbon-tax-inflation-politicians/


Work on Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper (30%) due Friday, April 5 at 12:00 pm.

**Monday, March 11- Last Date to Drop S Courses**

*Part III: Looking Further –Northern Regions; International Contexts, & the Future of Environmental Policy*

**WEEK 9: Friday, March 15:** Northern Communities and Environmental Health

*TEXT: Chapter 10 Politics and Policy in the North and Far North pp. 251-278*


**&*ONLINE WEBPAGES**


Arctic Report Card 2023: From wildfires to melting sea ice, the warmest summer on record had cascading impacts across the Arctic. *The Conversation.*


Complete Quiz 2 (16%) Due Day 10- Friday, March 22 at 12:00 pm

Work on Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper (30%) due Friday, April 5 at 12:00 pm.
WEEK 10- **Friday, March 22**: Canadian Environmental Policy in Comparative Perspective; A Disability Rights Approach to Climate Governance

**QUIZ 2 (16%) DUE FRIDAY, MARCH 22 AT 12:00 PM**

*TEXT: Chapter 11 The Canadian Environment in a Global Context pp. 279-302*


*& OPEN SOURCE EBOOK CHAPTER*


*& U OF T LIBRARY JOURNAL ARTICLE*


[https://librarysearch.library.utoronto.ca/permalink/01UTORONTO_INST/fedca1/cdi_proquest_journals_2581541493](https://librarysearch.library.utoronto.ca/permalink/01UTORONTO_INST/fedca1/cdi_proquest_journals_2581541493)

Complete Final Environmental Policy Analysis Paper (30%) due Friday, April 5 at 12:00 pm

**Please Note: There is no Lecture Friday, March 29 (Good Friday)**

Office Hours on Friday, March 29 are also cancelled on Good Friday.
WEEK 11- **Friday, April 5**: Canadian Environmental Policy Present & Future; Course Wrapup & Conclusion

**FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ANALYSIS PAPER (30%) DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 5 AT 12:00 PM**

*TEXT: Chapter 12 The Canadian Environment in the Twenty-First Century pp. 303-324*


&* OPEN SOURCE EBOOK CHAPTER*

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/climate-governance-and-federalism/climate-governance-and-federalism-in-canada/66553220B3455333312D2BD4F1D8F388

* ONLINE JOURNAL ARTICLE*

https://digitalcommons.osgoode.yorku.ca/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3682&context=scholarly_works

&*ONLINE WEBPAGES*

https://yellowheadinstitute.org/2020/06/19/can-we-achieve-climate-action-and-reconciliation-in-a-post-covid-world/

**Final Exam (25%)**

To Be Held During the Final Examination Period April 10-30, 2024:

A Final Examination (25%) (Short Answer and Short Essay) Will be Scheduled by the Registrar April 10-30, 2024.

The Exact Date Will be Announced in Class When it Becomes Available.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

On Academic Integrity:

Academic integrity is essential to the pursuit of learning and scholarship in a university, and to ensuring that a degree from the University of Toronto is a strong signal of each student’s individual academic achievement. As a result, the University treats cases of cheating and plagiarism very seriously. The University of Toronto’s Code of Behaviour on Academic Matters outlines the behaviours that constitute academic dishonesty and the processes for addressing academic offences. Potential offences include, but are not limited to:

In papers and assignments:

- Using someone else’s ideas or words without appropriate acknowledgement.
- Submitting your own work in more than one course without the permission of the instructor in all relevant courses
- Making up sources or facts
- Obtaining or providing unauthorized assistance on any assignment

On tests and exams:

- Using or possessing unauthorized aids.
- Looking at someone else’s answers during an exam or test.
- Misrepresenting your identity.

In academic work:

- Falsifying institutional documents or grades.
- Falsifying or altering any documentation required by the University.

All suspected cases of academic dishonesty will be investigated following procedures outlined in the Code of Behaviour on Academic Matters. If you have questions or concerns about what constitutes appropriate academic behaviour or appropriate research and citation methods, please reach out your instructor. Note that you are expected to seek out additional information on academic integrity from your instructor or from other institutional resources (for example, the University of Toronto website on Academic Integrity).

Ouriginal: Plagiarism Detection Tool

Ouriginal is integrated in Quercus through the Submit Assignment button.

Normally, students will be required to submit their course essays to the University’s plagiarism detection tool for a review of textual similarity and detection of possible plagiarism. In doing so, students will allow their essays to be included as source documents in the tool’s reference database, where they will be used solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism. The terms that apply to the University’s use of this tool are described on the Centre for Teaching Support & Innovation web site https://teaching.utoronto.ca/resources/plagiarism-detection/
Please Also Consult:

- “How Not to Plagiarize” at [https://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/using-sources/how-not-to-plagiarize/#:~:text=Always%20write%20down%20the%20author,draft%3A%20that's%20asking%20for%20trouble](https://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/using-sources/how-not-to-plagiarize/#:~:text=Always%20write%20down%20the%20author,draft%3A%20that's%20asking%20for%20trouble)

- “How can I cite properly?” at [https://sidneysmithcommons.artsci.utoronto.ca/how-can-i-cite-properly/](https://sidneysmithcommons.artsci.utoronto.ca/how-can-i-cite-properly/)

- Helpful U of T Research Guides at [https://guides.library.utoronto.ca/biccitations](https://guides.library.utoronto.ca/biccitations)

You can also consult one of the Writing Centres on campus [http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/writing-centres](http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/writing-centres)

**COPYRIGHT**

If a student wishes to copy or reproduce lecture presentations, course notes or other similar materials provided by instructors, they must obtain the instructor's written consent beforehand. Otherwise, all such reproduction is an infringement of copyright and is absolutely prohibited. More information regarding this is available here: [https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/copyright/copyright-video-modules](https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/copyright/copyright-video-modules)

Lectures and course materials prepared by the instructor are considered by the university to be an instructor’s intellectual property covered by the Copyright Act, RSC 1985, c C-42. These materials are made available to you for your own study purposes, and cannot be shared outside of the class or “published” in any way. Lectures, whether in person or online, cannot be recorded without the instructor’s permission. Posting course materials or any recordings you may make to other websites without the express permission of the instructor will constitute copyright infringement.

Please note that posting course materials to online websites such as Course Hero, One Class, etc. is not allowed.

Do not share any course materials or course communications without the explicit permission of the instructor.

All reproduction or posting of course content in any form is considered an infringement of copyright and intellectual property and is also prohibited.

This is for two reasons. The first one is privacy: the objective is to allow for a free flow of opinion and information—of reflection and thought experiments from both the instructor and the students asking questions and voicing opinions.

Our classrooms must be safe environments for reflection and thought experiment and reproducing information impedes those conditions.

Secondly, the lectures are copyrighted by the instructor. Failure to comply with this
copyright warning may result in action in compliance with any and all university regulations and/or federal and provincial laws.

**Other Important Information:**

**ACCESSIBILITY NEEDS**
Students with diverse learning styles and needs are welcome in this course. The University of Toronto is committed to accessibility: if you require accommodations for a disability, or have any other accessibility concerns about the course, please contact [Accessibility Services](http://www.accessibility.utoronto.ca) as soon as possible in the semester.

*Accommodations for Students with Disabilities or Medical Conditions*

If you need or desire an accommodation for a disability or medical condition, please inform the instructor/s so we can accommodate your needs to facilitate participation and/or use resources available to us, such as Services for Students with Disabilities and Adaptive Technology to facilitate learning. If assistance is required, we will treat that information as private and confidential. We strongly encourage you to register immediately with Accessibility Services [http://www.accessibility.utoronto.ca](http://www.accessibility.utoronto.ca).

This information will be held in confidence and communicated to instructors with your consent, as needed.

**Campus Resources and Support:**

Please reach out as soon as possible over email to your instructor if you are experiencing difficulties.

There are campus supports to help you, but timely communication is crucial.

**ADDITIONAL SERVICES and SUPPORT**

The following are some important links to help you with academic support:
- Accessibility Services: [http://www.accessibility.utoronto.ca](http://www.accessibility.utoronto.ca)
- Writing Centres: [http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/writing-centres](http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/writing-centres)
- Health & Wellness: [http://healthandwellness.utoronto.ca/](http://healthandwellness.utoronto.ca/)
- Religious Accommodations: [https://www.viceprovoststudents.utoronto.ca/student-resources/rights-responsibilities/accommodation-religious/#section_1](https://www.viceprovoststudents.utoronto.ca/student-resources/rights-responsibilities/accommodation-religious/#section_1)
- Positive Space (LGBTQ+ resources): [http://positivespace.utoronto.ca](http://positivespace.utoronto.ca)
- Single user & accessible washrooms: [https://sgdo.utoronto.ca/resource-category/washrooms/](https://sgdo.utoronto.ca/resource-category/washrooms/)
- General Student Services and Resources at [https://studentlife.utoronto.ca/](https://studentlife.utoronto.ca/)
- Full Library Service through [https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/](https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/)
- There is a “Library Resources” Tab on our Quercus Homepage
- Resources on Conducting Online Research through [https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/research](https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/research)
- [https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/book-research-consultation](https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/book-research-consultation)
- Resources on Academic Support [https://studentlife.utoronto.ca/department/academic-success/](https://studentlife.utoronto.ca/department/academic-success/)
- Information for Quercus Support [https://qstudents.utoronto.ca/](https://qstudents.utoronto.ca/)
University of Toronto’s Mental Health Resource hub [https://mentalhealth.utoronto.ca/](https://mentalhealth.utoronto.ca/)

**Good2Talk**

Contact: 1-866-925-5454; [www.good2talk.ca/](http://www.good2talk.ca/)

This is a free, confidential helpline providing professional counselling and information and referrals for mental health, addictions and well-being to post-secondary students in Ontario, 24/7/365.

**U of T Telus Health Student Support** provides 24-hour support by phone

1-844-451-9700.  
[https://mentalhealth.utoronto.ca/telus-health-student-support/](https://mentalhealth.utoronto.ca/telus-health-student-support/)

Gerstein Crisis Centre

Gerstein Crisis Centre 24/7 Distress Line at 416-929-5200

[https://gersteincentre.org/](https://gersteincentre.org/)

If you are experiencing an emotional crisis and need immediate assistance, please contact the Gerstein Crisis Centre
Office Hour Information

This is also available at the “Office Hours” link under the Modules area on the left-hand side of the course website.

Friday After Class Office Hours 3-4 pm Held in the Classroom Location Provided on the Quercus Website

Booked Through 15 Minute Quercus Calendar Appointment Slots.

*** Please Note That Office Hour Appointments Require a 2-Step Process:

1) Choose a 15-minute maximum appointment slot

Please Follow These Instructions for How To Book an Office Hour Appointment:

https://utm.library.utoronto.ca/students/canvas/book-appointment

These appointments slots are filled on a “first- come, first- served” basis.

It is best to plan ahead if you are requesting an office hour meeting before an assignment is due.

Friday Office Hour Quercus Calendar Signup Deadline: That Friday at 3:00 pm.

Please put the time you signed up for your timeslot in your calendar or schedule so you remember it.

Please cancel your reservation in advance if you know that you cannot make the meeting so that another student can use it.

2) Meet Face-To-Face In-Person After Class from 3-4 pm in the Classroom Location Provided on the Quercus Website

Good luck in ENV320H1S!